
Astrolabe without worry ol schedules, and

practicatity and simpticity are its signature

traits.
A notabte feature of Fiji Time's visit to Mai

Dive: 0ur divemaster for the day was Dee, a
young woman from the neighbouring vittage ol
Narikoso. ln a Iargety mate domrnated field, the

rise of young [oca[ femate divemasters caused

a surge of pride rn our team. Having clocked
mone than 3000 dives on the Astrolabe Reef,

she was more than quatifled to reveal to us its

wonders.

Atternativety, il you're more comfontable above

water than in it, oneta Resort is a popular

spot for frshing enthusiasts. Thatched llures
connected by wooden watkways night on the

beachfront are your base in between frshing

trips and the [ocaI guides are considered the

most profrcient fishenmen on the island.

Right next doon sits the romantic haven oi
Koromakawa Resont. With only one guesthouse,

you'Te absotutety guaranteed one-on-one

attention and youn own pnivate beachfront.

Owned and operated by divers, you're taken

on personalised dive tours and wetcomed

enthusiasticatly into the Koromakawa family.

DIVE

The Kadavu group is the site of the world

lamous Great Astrolabe Reef, the four th

[argest barrier reef in the wortd at about 100

kilometnes long. lt stretches from the south

side of Kadavu near Vunisea, and runs along

the south coast before looping around Ono

lstand and ending off the east coast of the main

istand.

Despite its reputation and pristine hard corals,

the Gneat Astrolabe is virtuatty empty on any

given diving day. Due to its immense size and

Kadavu's isolation, it's easy to feel [ike you're

the only ones on the reef. And usualty, as far as

you can see, you are.

lnquine with any nesort on Kadavu or Ono

and a day (or many more) of diving can most

certainty be arranged. Dramatic drift and wa[[

dives or sheltened macro exptoration are part

of your range of diving options, depending on

whether you're on the 'inner' or 'outer' side of

the reefl.

Either way, it is defrnitety Kadavu's biggest

attraction and a must-see il you've made the
journey a[[ the way to Fiji's south.

,q Fiji Airways' subsidiory Fiji Link flies
to Kadavu on Mondays, Tuesdoys,

Wednesdays, Fridays, Soturdoys ond Sundoys

,t'om Nodi ond Suvo.

Vrsit ,fijioirways. com

Papageno resort in Kadavu
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*Lsw Rates
*Choice of ears
*,&irp*r-t Locations
*Super Servie*

RESERVATION$

Nadi Airport (24Hrs)
P: (679) 672277t
ll: (679) 999 3787

Suva/ Hausori Airport
P: (679) 331 1866
M: (619) 999 3786
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www.centra l.com.fi

$ : sales@central.com.fj
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